Inventing under the new
America Invents Act rules
by: Jack Lander

The new America Invents Act (AIA) is now in effect, and it means that an inventor is no longer able to depend on claiming that because he is thefirst to invent,
he is therefore the legal owner of an invention. The law has changed. The first
to file his or her patent application is now the inventor of record even though
you may have your inventor journal full of dated notes on your inventions
development—an invention that is identical to that of the first application filer.
There is at least one common-sense exception: if you were
overheard bragging to your brother-in-law all about your
latest invention, and the fellow at the next bar stool overheard your conversation, and filed a patent on your invention, you'd have the opportunity to invalidate his filing,
and reclaim the invention as rightfully yours.
The AIA is quite complicated, containing new provisions
on several other topics, comprising:
i.)A limitation on the grace period;
2.) Falsely claiming that your invention is currently
patented;
3.) Infringement;
4.) Post-grant challenges;
5.) Third-party submission of prior art during the examination phase;
6.) Prioritized examination;
7.) Reducedfees for certain independent inventors.

Most of these changes require a great deal of patience to
understand. But my purpose here is not to pose as an expert on any of the above. I'm as confused as the next guy.
What I sense, however, is a basic change in how we approach patenting. Under the prior rules, we usually felt
fairly comfortable infilingour PPA (provisional patent application), then recording progress in our inventor's journal, and using the year to develop our invention, and test
the market. Certain provisions in the AIA suggest that it is
prudent that we no longer feel comfortable relying on our
initial PPA for protection if we make significant changes in
the features of our invention, or make additions, that we
hope eventually will be claimable.
Here is what Gene Quinn, a patent attorney and owner of
the popular website, ipwatchdog.com, has to say about filing our applications:
"The best advice for anyone, including independent inventors, is to file a patent application as early as possible. Do

AIA new provisions
1.) A limitation on the grace period
2.) Falsely claiming that your invention is currently patented
3.) Infringement
4.) Post-grant Challenges

not assume you have any grace period whatsoever. There
is a grace period, but it is extraordinarily narrow, and
does not protect against subsequent disclosures or filings unless the subsequent disclosure orfilingwas derived from the first inventor."
"What inventors need to do is view their inven
tions in pieces and parts. So many inventors will
start with a crude prototype or 3-D drawings. If
what results from round one of development
can be patented, then file a PPA right away before you continue developing and imnrovinp.
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I'll add a note to Gene's statement, "There is a grace period, but it is extraordinarily narrow, and does not protect against subsequent disclosures or filings unless the
subsequent disclosure or filing was derived from the first
inventor." (My italics.) In other words, if another inventor innocently discloses publicly what you consider to be
your invention, it may bar you from getting your patent
because it may be considered to be prior art. But not so
if the disclosure was not innocent. One interpretation of
Gene's word, "derived," is "stolen."
Are all of you happy? Well, certainly not if you intend to
have a patent lawyer or patent agent prepare your PPA.
Several amendments to your PPA, as you develop your invention, and find what you believe to be additional patentable features, will be expensive. One solution might be to
file your own amendments. This is risky, of course. The
completeness of your description can determine its effectiveness in safeguarding your claim to the amended feature. But even a less than perfect amendment and filing is
better than none.
If you have written your own PPA, then of course you'll
have no reservation about making a few amendments other than having to pay for them. As of the date of this writing, the new fees have not yet been posted to the US PTO.
gov website. However, the old PPA filing fee for a small
entity, meaning most of us, was $125.1 should think that
three amended filings would be about as many as most of
us would ever need. And while $375 is not chump change,
considering all of the expenses that will be incurred between the Eureka moment, and the cashing of our first
royalty check, $375 is relatively small.
I'm sure the pros and cons of the AIA will be argued for
many years to come. It's human nature to resist change.
But for those of us who have resisted the change, I see
one aspect of it that can be turned to advantage. We independent inventors can act more quickly than the departmentalized and meeting-happy corporation. If we can't
afford to pay an attorney or agent to prepare our PPA's,
we can learn to prepare our own, and file in a matter of a
few days after conceiving a great invention. The safer way,
of course, will be to hire the professional to prepare our
applications. And today, with crowd funding quickly be-

coming a near-routine way for the independent inventor
to attempt to finance his project, it has become easier to
hire the professional. Either way, we can outperform the
big guys. I see only two basic limitations to this approach:

We must be willing to exert the effort to learn
how to prepare an effective PPA. David Pressman's excellent book, Patent It Yourself, will
provide guidance. And there are a number of
"canned" systems that are helpful. If you are fortunate enough to have an inventor club within
commuting distance, you may find a patent attorney or patent agent who is willing to critique
your application for an affordable fee. You may
even find an articulate experienced inventor
who will critique it without charge. Even if you
opt for a patent attorney or agent to write and
file your application, you can gain time, and possibly reduce cost, by doing a first draft yourself.

If your invention is high tech, and its development will take many hours to perfect, the corporation may have the edge due to its greater
access to manpower. Three engineers are better
than one. But for low-tech inventions, the edge

The fine points of the AIA will no doubt be disclosed in
future articles from patent attorneys and patent agents.
Meanwhile, go forth with square jaw and the eyes of an eagle. Uphold the tradition that America is, by far, the world
leader in meaningful innovation.

